Interior point methods (IPM) with direct solution of the underlying linear systems of equations have been used successfully to solve very large scale linear programming (LP) problems. However, the limitations of direct methods for some classes of problems have led to iterative techniques being considered. The matrix-free method is one such approach and is so named since the iterative solution procedure requires only the results of operations Ax and A T y, where A is the matrix of constraint coefficients. Thus, in principle, it may be applied to problems where A is not known and only an oracle is available for computing Ax and A T y. Since the computational cost of these operations may well dominate the total solution time for the problem, it is important that the techniques used to perform them are efficient.
Introduction
Since they first appeared in 1984 [12] , interior point methods (IPM) have been a viable alternative to the simplex method as a means of solving linear programming (LP) problems [17] . The major computational cost of IPM is the direct solution of symmetric positive definite systems of linear equations. However, the limitations of direct methods for some classes of problems have led to iterative techniques being considered [2, 4, 13] . The matrix-free method of Gondzio [7] is one such approach and is so named since the iterative solution procedure requires only the results of products between the matrix of constraint coefficients and a (full) vector. This paper demonstrates how the performance of the matrix-free IPM may be accelerated significantly using a Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) via techniques for sparse matrix-vector products that exploit common structural features of LP constraint matrices. Section 2 presents an outline of the matrix-free IPM that is sufficient to motivate its linear algebra requirements. Results for three classes of LP problems demonstrate its overwhelmingly superior performance relative to the simplex method and IPM with equations solved directly. Further analysis shows that the computational cost of the matrix-free IPM on these problems is dominated by the iterative solution of linear systems of equations which, in turn, is dominated by the cost of matrix-vector products. Techniques for evaluating products with LP constraint matrices on multi-core CPU and many-core GPU are developed in Section 3. These techniques exploit commonly-occurring structural features of sparse LP constraint matrices. Results demonstrate such acceleration in the evaluation of the matrix-vector products that there is a significant speed-up in the overall solution time for the LP problems, with the GPU implementation offering better potential for further performance enhancement. Conclusions and suggestions for future work are offered in Section 4.
The matrix-free interior point method
The theory of interior point methods is founded on the following general primal-dual pair of linear programming (LP) problems.
where A ∈ IR m×n has full row rank m ≤ n, x, s, c ∈ IR n and y, b ∈ IR m . The first order optimality conditions for these problems can be written as
where X and S are diagonal matrices whose entries are the components of vectors x and s respectively and e is the vector of ones. The third equation XSe = 0 is referred to as the complementarity condition and can be rewritten as x j s j = 0, ∀j = {1, 2, . . . , n}. It implies that at least one of x j and s j must be zero at the optimal solution of (1).
Interior point methods perturb the complementarity condition, replacing x j s j = 0 by x j s j = µ. As µ is driven to zero in the course of a sequence of iterations, the vectors x and s partition into zero and nonzero components. In each iteration, a search direction is computed that maintains the first two optimality conditions in (2) and the perturbed complementarity condition by solving
By using the sets of equations in (3) to eliminate first ∆s, and then ∆x, the following symmetric positive definite normal equations system is obtained
where Θ = XS −1 is a diagonal matrix. The normal equations matrix AΘA T being symmetric and positive definite, its LL T Cholesky decomposition may be formed. In IPM, this is the usual means of solving directly for ∆y and hence, by reversing the elimination process, ∆x and ∆s. However, the density of AΘA T may be significantly higher than A, and the density of L may be higher still. For some large LP problems, the memory required to store L may be prohibitive. Following [8] test problems which exhibit this behaviour are given in Table 1 : Prohibitive cost of solving larger QAP problems and Gruca problems using Cplex 11.0.1 IPM and dual simplex first two problems are larger instances of quadratic assignment problems (QAP) whose solution is one of the great challenges of combinatorial optimization and the remaining problems are quantum physics models provided to us by Jacek Gruca. As problem size increases, the memory requirement of the Cholesky decomposition prevents them from being solved via standard IPM and the simplex method is seen not to be a viable alternative.
Matrix-free IPM
For some LP problems the constraint matrix may not be known explicitly due to its size or the nature of the model, but it may be possible to evaluate Ax and A T y. In other problems there may be very much more efficient means of obtaining these results than evaluating them as matrixvector products. For such problems, Gondzio [7] is developing matrix-free IPM techniques in which systems of equations are solved by iterative methods using only the results of Ax and A T y. However, the LPs of interest that can be solved at present are those for which A is known explicitly but solution via standard IPM and the simplex method is not possible, such as the LPs in Table 1 .
Since the normal equations matrix AΘA T is symmetric and positive definite, the method of conjugate gradients can, in theory, be applied. However, its convergence rate depends on the ratio between the largest and smallest eigenvalues of AΘA T , as well as the clustering of its eigenvalues [9] . Recall that since there will be many indices j for which only one of x j and s j goes to zero as the optimal solution is approached, there will be a very large range of values in Θ. This ill-conditioning means that conjugate gradients is unlikely to converge. Within matrix-free IPM, the ill-conditioning of AΘA T is addressed in two ways: by modifying the standard IPM technique and by preconditioning the resulting normal equations coefficient matrix.
The technique of IPM regularization adds terms to the original primal-dual pair of LP problems (1) to give Primal Dual
where the proximal terms are given by positive definite diagonal matrices R p and R d , and reference points x 0 and y 0 , all of which can be chosen dynamically. Although this transforms the original LP into a quadratic programming (QP) problem, the theory and techniques of IPM for QP problems are well established and, after an elimination process similar to that applied to (3), the normal equations system corresponding to (5) has the coefficient matrix
in which R p guarantees an upper bound on the largest eigenvalue of G R and R d guarantees that the spectrum of G R is bounded away from zero. Consequently, for appropriate R p and R d the condition number of G R is bounded regardless of the conditioning of Θ.
The convergence properties of the conjugate gradient method are improved by using the partial Cholesky decomposition
to motivate a preconditioner
where D S consists of the diagonal entries of S. The number of nontrivial columns in the preconditioner is k m so, since only the diagonal entries of S are ever computed, the preconditioner is vastly cheaper to compute, store and apply than the complete Cholesky decomposition. Each iteration of the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method requires one operation with both P −1 and G R . Since D L , D S , Θ, R p and R d are all diagonal matrices, the major computational costs are the operations with the nontrivial columns of P and the matrix-vector products with A and A T . It is seen in Table 2 that the cost of PCG dominates the cost of solving the LP problem, and that PCG is dominated by the cost of operating with P −1 and calculating Ax and A T y. For the QAP problems the cost of applying the preconditioner is greater but, for the quantum physics problems, the cost of the matrix-vector products increasingly dominates the solution time for the LP problem. Section 3 considers how the calculation of Ax and A T y may be accelerated by exploiting a many-core GPU and multi-core CPU.
Percentage of solution time Problem PCG P −1 Ax A T y  nug20  89  55  17  15  nug30  90  54  18  17  1kx1k0  62  41  12  11  4kx4k0  89  42  19  28  16kx16k0  87  30  30  29  64kx64k0  87  19  37  34   Table 2 : Proportion of solution time accounted for by preconditioned conjugate gradients, operations with P −1 and calculations of Ax and A T y
Accelerating sparse matrix-vector products
The acceleration of the following three core operations
is considered for the sparse matrix A ∈ IR m×n , diagonal matrix Θ ∈ IR n×n and dense vectors x ∈ IR n , y ∈ IR m and z ∈ IR m . If A is held both row-wise and column-wise, all of these operations parallelise trivially. However double storage is expensive when A is large.
Operations
Assuming that A is held column-wise, fsax can be considered as
where a j is column j of A, and the sum divided in parallel. The reduction of partial vector sums required is praticable in multi-core (requiring O(tm) temporary storage for t threads) but not in a many-core environment. To avoid this, a GPU implementation can form and store a row-wise copy explicitly. This is a high one-off cost in processing effort, and an ongoing doubling of device memory requirements. The operation with the transpose, fsaty, can be calculated independently column-wise as
for j = 1, . . . , n. Algebraically, fsaat may be expressed as the compound operation consisting of fsaty, a scaling by the diagonal entries of Θ, and then fsax. However, significant gains can be realised by integration. In the CPU case, a trick [16] may be adapted to allow each column to be read from memory only once (cache sizes permitting) by calculating
where θ j for j = 1, . . . , n are the diagonal entries of Θ. In the GPU case, the vector reduction required again makes this particular algorithm impractical so it is performed as the compound operation with transfers to and from the device being reduced when the scaling is also done on the GPU.
Kernels
In the serial CPU case, the optimizations that can be applied are well known [1, 6, 10, 11] and can be briefly summarised as
• Loop unrolling to exploit the deep pipelines and multiple execution units of current superscalar architectures.
• Vectorisation using SIMD instructions to improve throughput.
• Data blocking to improve cache efficiency.
In the classes of problems considered, the last is unfortunately not possible: these matrices are not known to contain dense subblocks. Additionally, vectorising sparse arithmetic efficiently is difficult, and results are reported for non-vectorised code since this continues to be the fastest serial implementation obtained.
In the case of parallel multi-core codes, the same optimization strategies and limitations apply. Parallelisation itself is largely trivial since synchronisation overheads are overshadowed by the high cost of multiplication. Less clear is under what circumstances memory bandwidth will scale to permit speed-up, the sparse matrix vector product (SpMV) being expected to be memory bound.
A GPU is not ideally suited to sparse arithmetic, as memory performance depends critically on regular (coalesced) access to data. There has been considerable work in this area [3, 5, 14] which has identified key optimizations as:
• Reordering data for coalescing -e.g. ELLPACK [3] • Selecting an appropriate degree of parallelism to achieve memory coalescing and to neither over-nor under-exploit the device -e.g. CSR (vector) uses a warp per row [3] , ELLR-T considers fitting the ideal number of threads per row. [14] • Identifying problem rows for special treatment -e.g. the HYB kernel [3] .
• Data blocking -e.g. BCSR, BELLPACK [5] , ELLR-T [14] .
As for the CPU case, data blocking does not appear to be applicable to the problems examined, from quadratic assignment and quantum physics, which have at most one dense row and column. All other rows and columns have the same, small, number of nonzeroes. For such regular data, CSR is unlikely to be an optimal storage format.
The first optimization is to extract the dense rows to be treated separately. An entire block is applied to these rows, the largest unit possible per row without multiple kernel launches per matrix multiply. This is similar to the treatment of long rows in the HYB kernel of [3] .
ELLPACK allows full coalescing at one thread per row, but a single thread per row underutilises the test device (a Tesla C2070). Some care allows eight threads per row, where eight warps each calculate a partial sum for thirty two rows, and these are aggregated. This improves performance but is a ceiling on the amount parallelism that can be brought to bear per row. It is beneficial for large problems to use Transpose ELLPACK, which allows multiple warps to work on each row.
Results
The following results are obtained from a test system having two AMD Opteron 2378 (Shanghai) quad-core processors, 16 GiB of RAM and a Tesla C2070 GPU with 6 GiB of RAM. Note that the processors are relatively slow in serial, though the NUMA configuration of the memory bus gives high parallel memory performance. The GPU is a significantly more highly powered unit, making raw speed characterisations of less interest than the potential for improvement with a given investment.
The GPU kernel used is DHTELL2 which consists of one block to handle any dense rows separately, then a half warp (sixteen threads) per row using a transposed ELLPACK format to store the remainder of the matrix. Speed-up of sparse matrix-vector kernels using all 8 cores of the test system is between two and six times, giving at most a threefold speed-up of the IPM solution time. Using the high powered GPU, speed-up of these same kernels can approach ten times, though overall solution time is reduced no more than four times. Clearly significant speed-up of matrix-free interior point, whether by many-core or multi-core parallelism, is possible.
